The life and times of a learned jackal for justice  L Du Plessis  "Foxes have holes and birds of the air have nests, but the Son of Man has no place to lay his head." (Holy Bible, Matthew 8:20) Noscitur a sociis. You are known by the company you keep. Aan jou vriende word jy geken.
If this saying holds, my friends, then I, your guest of honour at this auspicious occasion, am a human being beyond compare, and perhaps even a semblance of the laureate so profusely showered with your praises today. However, acceding to honest introspection, I fully reckon with the possibility that the proverb may be amiss and at any rate not applicable to me. But let me first speak the following words in bold before I say anything more:
"My friends, thank you, simply but sincerely, for your unfaltering camaraderie through the years, as together we negotiated the labyrinth that is académe; for your enthusiasm to walk many an extra mile with me and, in sum, for your amicable and caring involvement in the fulfilment of what to me has been a thoroughly gratifying career (so far). "fox" will denote a younger and a "jackal" an older exemplar of the species.
Now that the two-in-one fox-jackal (or jackal-fox) has been introduced, come and meet Ms Hedgehog who, together with the Canids just mentioned, is another one of the main characters in a saying which is attributed to the ancient Greek poet, Archilochus, and which has remained alive and kicking to this day. Erasmus
Rotterdamus in his Adagia from 1500 translates this proverb into Latin as follows: 1 "Multa novit vulpes, verum echinus unum magnum."
For those of you with a Latin as rusty as mine:
"The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one big thing."
This apothegm actually denotes the adversarial unlikeness of generality and specialisation, and interrogates the aptitude of, among others, a scholar, to determine whether (s)he is more of either a generalist or a specialist. Proficiently harnessed, the ancient axiom can have a decidedly philosophical impact, helpful and instructive when a particular kind of philosophical point needs to be made. Thus, to maximise the gains to be had from looking at the pithy wisdom of the poet we must take a closer look at the characteristic demeanour, the instinctive reasoning and the respective "worldviews" of the characters in our mini-drama, heeding the following advice:
behold the fox, beware of the jackal and let your dealings with the hedgehog modesty bespeak.
1
From the Greek πόλλ' οἶδ' ἀλώπηξ, ἐχῖνος δ'ἓν μέγα.
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Sojourner foxes and jackals know how to depend on cunning to survive -hence the advice to behold them and the warning to beware of them. They know many things and survive because they draw on widespread and diversified experience. In their conviction the big world "out there" cannot boil down to a single idea or "law".
The hedgehog, on the other hand, sees the world through the lens of a single defining idea or feature, knowing but one thing and using this knowledge in every situation where wisdom or advice of a sort is called for. This it does with the confidence and flair of a connoisseur, but also with an inclination to succumb to the temptations of immodesty.
You may think that, up to now, I have been trying to prepare you for a scenario where I duly acknowledge your laudationes but then request you please to abstain from exaggeration for, after all, I am but an ageing jackal who has come a long way, surviving, every so often, on a cunning less than exemplary. taught me that the struggle for justice is perennial and that law may or may not be conducive to it. In a state where harsh laws were enacted at the drop of a hat, I came to know that summum ius summa iniuria in practice could (and did in actual fact often) mean invoking law to mete out harm and injustice.
My Calvinist convictions bequeathed to me the faith that the Bible is the highest normative authority determining the dos and don'ts of a just life well lived. And within this scheme of faith, it began to dawn upon me that apartheid was a major don't -if you take the Bible to heart. However, in white Potchefstroom, at the time, only a handful of confessing Christian believers were prepared to voice concerns of this kind openly. I was privileged to have been in frequent contact with and to befriend some most outstanding human beings, professors, peers and students, among that handful. As a young scholar and a fox awakening, I saw growing opportunity for my scholarship to contribute to the transformative healing of an unjust society, but then only if my discipline with its sub-disciplines could honour its entwinement with other disciplines, notably and especially in the social sciences. My interdisciplinary work added to my profile as a fox and an academic activist writing critically about apartheid in both scholarly and popular-scholarly publications (including the daily press).
As a jurist and social scientist criticising a despotic regime one had to mind one's academic Ps and Qs, because those not taking kindly to your kind of criticism almost invariably sought to portray it as "emotional" and "unscientific" -and thus they dismissed it. In legal discourse this dismissive attitude manifested as an insistence that "pure black letter law" and predisposed political views do not belong in each other's company. I was at pains to come forward with research output passing muster as solid scholarly work with its critical edges as well as its interdisciplinary integrity intact. These standards I sought to maintain in popular scholarly writings too.
The advent of constitutional democracy in South Africa in 1994 marked the achievement of crucial ideals and objectives for which a handful of academic activists in fields in which I have also been working had struggled for so long. Suddenly these academic strugglers' expertise was needed to help shape the many facets of "a new South Africa". Research and reflection on how to meet this need left its indelible mark on my career as a legal academic (a researcher and a teacher). The focus of my academic interest gravitated towards specific areas within constitutional law and theory, each with its own bundle of distinctive issues. However, at the pinnacle of my interest was constitutional interpretation -and it still is. Thus I have become less of a fox and more of a hedgehog, though I realise that in the final analysis I never really had the inclination to turn out to be a fully-fledged hedgehog. As my thinking is maturing, so is my reverence for the justice I embrace with measured commitment.
And I promise, once more, never again to try to define this primus inter pares virtue which requires to be done (in the first place) and then to be defined (if necessary). come to be known as "the present" or "today".
Pray that obstacles increasing with age, my age, will not smother my pursuit of two lately acquired interests, the first in Palaeolithic history taking us back as many as two and a half million years in time, and the second in pre-colonial histories from our part of the world, going back some 20 000-30 000 years. I remain committed to "today"
and "the present" nonetheless.
In 
